Theoretical study of the effects of modifying the structures of organic dyes based on N,N-alkylamine on their efficiencies as DSSC sensitizers.
In this work, we carried out a theoretical study in which DFT and TD-DFT calculations of a series of six new organic dyes that incorporate N,N-alkylamine as an electron donor and a cyanoacrylic acid group as an electron acceptor and anchoring group were performed. In each dye, the donor and the acceptor were bridged by six different π-conjugated spacers consisting of an auxiliary donor group (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene, EDOT) or an auxiliary acceptor group (benzothiadiazole, BTZ or diketopyrrolopyrrole, DPP) that was linked to either thiophene or phenyl. EHOMO, ELUMO, Egap, λmax, Eex, the open-circuit photovoltage (Voc), the light-harvesting efficiency (LHE), and the free injection energy (ΔGinject) were calculated for all of the dyes to compare their photovoltaic performance. The effects of the incorporation of an additional acceptor group (DPP or BTZ) or an additional donor group (EDOT) into the π-bridge on the geometry, electronic structure, and photovoltaic performance of each designed dye were explored. The study shows that modifying the dye skeleton can greatly improve the performance of the dye and increase its power conversion efficiency. It also reveals that all of the studied dyes are promising candidates for an effective DSSC sensitizer, especially those that include the acceptor group DPP in the π-bridge.